
 
The Easy Automation irrigation system comprises a single controller which utilises a single 2-
wire cable for connecting one to many dozens of totally independent zones which are 
controllable standalone on site and/or via WIFI and/or with full multi-user remote web access 
using most web enabled mobile phones, PCs, laptops, etc. 
 
With simple and cost effective easy expansion, the system is suitable for domestic users and 
large commercial installations. For professional landscape managers there is easy multi-site 
control of multiple controllers. 
 
The screen-based controller (no knobs, no dials) can handle hundreds of zones and the system 
permits virtually unlimited scheduling (including using local sunrise, solar noon and sunset). 
 
Durations of days, hours, minutes and seconds enhances water management and is useful for 
fertigation and hydroponics. Completely automatic control of all necessary pumps, diverter 
valves and waste valves facilitates systems of great complexity. Waste valves facilitate purging 
of chemicals or sun induced hot water. 
 
Many environmental sensors such as temperature, moisture, and flow can be connected to 
the system. 
 
Control of standard 12V LED garden lighting and even mains powered devices further extends 
the utility of the system. Simple installation, easy expansion and easy fault finding are enabled 
by the single robust powerline cable – no fragile, hard to trace broken multicore irrigation 
cable! No need for manifolds so less black piping and less digging. Old systems can be easily 
refitted and expanded. 
 
All functions are executed on screen (touch and/or mouse). Cancel any ON or execute a 
manual start with one click. Increase or decrease the duration of an ON zone. Treat multiple 
zones as one entity (e.g. “back lawns” which may comprise several zones). Set an overlap time 
to minimize water hammer. Create a “group” for simultaneous ONs (especially useful for 
garden lighting). Selectable “wet and wait” cycling minimizes water runoff. 
 
Screen display of “last actual runtime”, “next scheduled on”, “remaining time” and much more 
are all user configurable and sortable. 
 
All user data and schedules are stored in non-volatile memory and for critical applications use 
a standard UPS for AC power interruption. 
 
See Easy Automation on Stand O25 
Contact: www.easyautomation.com.au 
Email: info@easyautomation.com.au   
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